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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly, and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly-redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web-based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter, and greener, which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our website, www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.Image: www.pcb.its.dot.gov website screenshot 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A315b Part 1: Specifying Requirements for ASC Based on NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard Part 1Key Message: This is an update of a PCB module first presented in 2014, because a new version of NTCIP 1202 was released in May 2019.Image: by Kenneth Vaughn, March 20, 2018
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce instructor with short bio.Experience SummaryMr. Vaughn is an internationally recognized ITS expert and the founder of Trevilon LLC. His expertise covers many facets of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) with a special emphasis on architecture, data modeling, systems engineering, standards, and testing. Mr. Vaughn has experience working in the public sector (Los Angeles County), the academic sector (Texas A&M Transportation Institute), and in the private sector. Mr. Vaughn is the convenor of ISO TC204’s working group on ITS architecture and serves as ISO TC204’s liaison to JTC1’s Smart City working group and Internet of Things Subcommittee. Image: Kenneth Vaughn



Identify NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard Requirements

Explain the Purpose and Benefits of the Requirements 
Traceability Matrix (RTM)

Prepare a Project-Level RTM

Prepare an ASC Specification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce the learning objectives for this module.Key Message:This module has four learning objectives (LOs).LO1 is to review NTCIP 1202 v02 and identify the standardized requirements.LO2 will explain the purpose and benefits of the Requirements Traceability Matrix, which formally defines how requirements trace to design content.LO3 will discuss the process required to produce a project-level RTM, similar to the concept of developing a project-level PRL as described in A315a, but a lot easier.And finally, LO4 will discuss how to prepare an ASC specification.This Module is Part 1 of a two-part course; the Part 2 Module will discuss how to handle non-standard features and special considerations for ASC procurements.
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Identify NTCIP 1202 v03 
Standard Requirements

Learning Objective 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the first learning objective.Key Message:The first learning objective deals with identifying standard requirements within NTCIP 1202.
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Identify NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard Requirements

• Scope of NTCIP 1202 v03
• What is a requirement?
• Review the outline of NTCIP 1202 v03
• Format of requirements

Overview
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an overview of the information to be discussed as a part of this learning objective.Key Message:This learning objective will discuss:The scope of NTCIP 1202 v03,The meaning of a requirement, and How requirements are organized and presented within NTCIP 1202.
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Scope of NTCIP 1202 v03
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Other Standards
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Signal 
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Legend
NTCIP 1202 v03
Other standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an overview of the scope of NTCIP 1202 v03 (and this module).Key Message: As a quick summary of information you learned in A315a, this diagram provides an overview of the scope of NTCIP 1202 v03.The ASC is at the top, center of the slide. Nominally, NTCIP 1202 v03 defines the interface between this controller and a manager, such asA traffic management centerA field technician’s laptop, and/orAnother roadside device, such as an RSUThe ASC might also act as a manager of another roadside device.The functionality configured, monitored, and controlled over this interface is largely defined by the remainder of the diagram. It includes management of the controller’s various input detectors and output displays as well as the controllers’ remote connections, especially those for the connected vehicle environment. 
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Scope of NTCIP 1202 v03

• Added systems engineering content
• User needs
• Requirements
• Dialogs

• Added support for new user needs
• Connected vehicle environment
• Managing operational performance
• Exception reporting
• And others

• Enhanced capabilities for existing user needs
• General maintenance
• Complete list in Annex D 

Changes since v02
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize how the scope of NTCIP 1202 has changed since version 2.Key Message:Version 3 of the standard was a major upgrade of the standard. It includes:The addition of systems engineering content, including a description of the user needs and requirements upon which the design elements were based. In addition, while version 2 only defined the data elements (known as objects), version 3 provides standardized dialogs to facilitate testingSupport for new user needs:Perhaps the most significant addition was adding support for the connected vehicle environment and providing an initial description of how data can be exchanged among the controller and RSU (further improvements to this interface will likely be made as other standards are also updated – we’ll talk more about that in Part 2 of this course)Another major user need was the addition of exception reporting, which allows the controller to automatically provide information to the management system or another device when defined conditions occur. This feature will also likely be upgraded in the future as other standards are updated.User needs were also added to manage the operational performance of the signal to better optimize its operation in real-time and other features. Enhancements to several features of from version 2General maintenanceA complete and detailed list of all scope changes to the standard is provided in Annex D of the standardImage: https://pixabay.com/illustrations/new-brand-new-star-sell-sale-1027875/
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What Is a Requirement?

A statement that identifies a system, product or process 
characteristic or constraint, which is unambiguous, clear, 
unique, consistent, stand-alone (not-grouped), and verifiable, 
and is deemed necessary for stakeholder acceptability

– INCOSE 2010

10

Goal for Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the goals of defining requirements within NTCIP 1202.Key Message:You should have already taken Module A315a Understanding User Needs for ASC Based on 1202. That course described how Version 3 added user needs, functional requirements, and a Protocol Requirements List (PRL) traceability table. This part of this module will discuss the requirements contained in the standard and how to produce a procurement specification based on this content. Part 2 of this module will extend this discussion by discussing special considerations for signal controller procurements as well as how to deal with needs that have not yet been standardized.In order to understand the requirements contained within NTCIP 1202, it is best to make sure we all agree on what a requirement is. INCOSE defines a requirement as shown on this slide. Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/
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What Is a Requirement?

A statement that identifies a system, product or process 
characteristic or constraint, which is unambiguous, clear, 
unique, consistent, stand-alone (not-grouped), and verifiable, 
and is deemed necessary for stakeholder acceptability

– INCOSE 2010
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Goal for Requirements

Types of Requirements in NTCIP 1202 v03
• Functional Requirements
• Design Requirements
• Traceability Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify types of requirements in NTCIP 1202.Key Message:Note, that INCOSE defines a requirement as any requirement or constraint. There are many types of requirements; within NTCIP discussions, we frequently refer to functional requirements, but within this section there are a small number of performance requirements as well. As the point of NTCIP is to provide interoperable systems, the standard goes further and also places constraints on how the functional requirements are implemented. These are typically referred to as “design” but they are technically, “design requirements” as they must be followed in order to claim conformance to the standard. Finally, one could also view the traceability defined within the standard as traceability requirements. The traceability defined within the standard defines the requirements that must be met in order to claim conformance to specific user needs and the detailed design (i.e., data and dialogs) supported in order to satisfy the related requirements.Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/
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Structure of NTCIP 1202 v03

• Section 1: General
• Section 2: Concept of Operations
• Section 3: Functional Requirements 

includes Protocol Requirements List (PRL)
• Section 4: Dialogs
• Section 5: Management Information Base (MIB)
• Section 6: Block Object Definitions 
• Section 7: SAE/NTCIP Object Definitions
• Annex A: Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
• Annex B: Object Tree

Outline
Functional (“What”) Requirements

Design (“How”) Requirements
Traceability Requirements

Other text
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Review the outline of NTCIP 1202 v03 and identify the portions of the standard that contain requirements.Key Message:�Sections 1 and 2 provide background information, such as the scope, references, definitions, architectural description, and user needs. The bulk of the functional requirements are provided in Section 3, as you might expect by its title, but this section also contains the PRL, which defines traceability requirements and the fundamental rules for conforming to the standard. Sections 4-7 provide design content. Section 4 defines the dialogs, which explain the sequencing of messages that are required to successfully exchange data for specific functional requirements. Sections 5-7 define data elements, or what NTCIP calls “object types.” Section 5 defines the basic object types defined within this standard. Section 6 defines complex structures that are used to exchange data more efficiently than NTCIP would normally otherwise exchange the data. Finally, Section 7 defines object types that were previously defined in SAE J2735 and are incorporated into NTCIP 1202 for consistency purposes.Annex A provides the second major traceability table. Whereas the PRL traces user needs to functional requirements, the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) traces each functional requirement to a dialog and one or more of the objects defined in Sections 5-7.Annex B is informative and describes how the data defined in Sections 5-7 are arranged on the object identifier tree, which defines the numbering system that computers use to uniquely identify the meaning of each object type.
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Structure of NTCIP 1202 v03

• Annex C: Test Procedures (future)
• Annex D: Documentation of Revisions
• Annex E: User Requests
• Annex F: Generic Concepts and Definitions
• Annex G: SNMP Interface
• Annex H: NTCIP 1201 v03 and NTCIP 1103 v03 Derived 

Functional Requirements  (and dialogs)
• Annex I: Communications Ports Protocols

Outline
Functional (“What”) Requirements

Design (“How”) Requirements
Traceability Requirements

Other text
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Annex C is currently blank; this section is reserved for the definition of test procedures.As mentioned before, Annex D is used to identify the changes made in this version of the standard.Annex E is provided to identify requests that have been received but were not included within this version of the standard. This annex allows the developers of the standard to maintain a list of features that have been requested so that they can consider their possible inclusion within a future version of the standard and also provides feedback to the user community that their requests have been heard and recorded. If you have an idea for a user need, you can submit it to the NTCIP website.Annex F is mostly informative but does provide a set of rules that are universal for NTCIP deployments that are important for implementers to note. It also provides an overview of how the connected vehicle interface is supposed to work within NTCIP 1202v03.Annex G provides a generic description of the SNMP interface that forms the heart of the NTCIP standard dialogs.Annex H provides identifies functional requirements and dialogs that are considered to be generic to many different device types. It is expected that at some point, much of this information will be migrated to NTCIP 1201, but they were included here as a temporary solution.Finally, Annex I defines rules for the support of managing communication ports. The good news, as you will see as we go though this module, is that the users generally do not have to worry about most of the design content. It is provided to enable interoperable implementations and is important for those building and testing implementations; but for the most part, managers only need to be aware that the standard defines this content in detail and have an idea of where it is defined so that they can hold their providers accountable.



• Traceability is defined in tables
• PRL (See Module A315a)
• RTM
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Structure of NTCIP 1202 v03

Traceability Requirements
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User Need Functional 
Requirement

Dialog

Object

PRL
RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the different components of the standard relate to one another.Key Message:We previously defined the major types of text in the document and we have maintained the same color coding in this chart. Descriptive user needs are traced to functional requirements in the PRL. The functional requirements are then traced to dialogs and objects using the RTM. We discussed the PRL in detail in Module A315a and won’t spend much time in this course on that topic; instead, we will primarily focus on the RTM and the relationships among the two tables.
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• PRL organizes functional requirements by user need
• Same requirement might be traced to multiple user needs
• Need to avoid duplicate requirements

Organization of Functional Requirements

15

2.5.2.1.10 Manage Timing Pattern Scheduler

2.6.4 Log User Access

H.1.1.5.1 Configure Time

H.1.1.5.2 Configure Time Zone

H.1.1.5.3 Configure Daylight Savings Mode

3.5.2.1.10.1.1 Configure Timebase Pattern 
Synchronization Time

H.1.3.1.2 Configure Event Logging Service

User Need PRL Requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:There are literally hundreds of functional requirements contained in NTCIP 1202. Without proper organization, it would be difficult for anyone to make sense of these requirements because it would become near-impossible to find the requirements that you are currently interested in. NTCIP 1202 organizes the requirements two ways.�The first and most important organization method is the PRL. In this case, each user need identifies the requirements that are required for its implementation. This allows a user to quickly locate any requirement by knowing what need the user is interested in. However, the relationship between user needs and requirements are many-to-many. In other words, any user need can be traced to multiple requirements, which is shown by the Manage Timing Pattern Scheduler being traced to four functional requirements in this diagram. Likewise, any functional requirement can be traced from multiple user needs, which is shown by the Configure Time functional requirement being traced to two user needs. While the PRL is useful in tracing from user needs to requirements, the structure of the table would not make a good outline for the standard because the same requirement would have to be listed multiple times. To prevent this duplication of text, we only define each functional requirement once and the PRL simply references the clause number of the requirement within the table.Nonetheless, the PRL organization of requirements is very useful for agency procurement officials. This stakeholder group is generally aware of what user needs should be supported and may wish to better understand the requirements related to the user needs (e.g., to determine if an optional need should be required). The PRL provides the clause reference into the standard so that the requirement can be found quickly. But how do we organize requirements within the text?
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• Outline of requirements
• 3.4 Architectural requirements

• Basic communications
• Logged data
• Exception reporting
• Access

• 3.5 Data exchange and operational environment requirements
• Basic configuration
• Manage signal operations
• Detector management
• Connected vehicles
• Backward compatibility

Organization of Functional Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the requirements are organized within the text. Key Message:Within the text of the standard, the requirements are largely organized topically, which primarily benefits the implementer of the standard or anyone who has a need to read through the text of the requirements one after another. As a result, the requirements tend to be organized by each feature within a device. For example, at the highest level, the requirements are divided by architectural requirements, general data exchange requirements, non-communication requirements, and generic requirements (on the next slide). Underneath each section, the subsections are divided as shown on this slide.  For example, signal operations are separated from detector management. Within each of those sections, the requirements are broken down into even smaller functional groups until individual data exchange requirements are identified.
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• Outline of requirements (Continued)
• 3.6 Supplemental non-communications requirements

• Response times
• Condition-based transmission start times
• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) performance

• Annex H
• H.1.1 Generic configuration
• H.1.2 Generic status monitoring
• H.1.3 Generic data retrieval
• H.1.4 Generic control
• H.1.5 Generic performance

Organization of Functional Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the requirements are organized within the textKey Message:Likewise, Annex H also breaks requirements out topically for those requirements that are generic to many different device types, including ASCs.
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Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
• Each functional requirement involving data exchange traces 

to:
• One dialog
• One or more data elements (called objects)

Organization of Design Requirements
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Configure Vehicle Phase 
Minimum Green Time

Configure Transit Phase 
Minimum Green Time phaseMinimumGreen

phaseNumber

Functional Requirement RTM Object
(design)

Generic Configure 
Table Row

Dialog
(design)

RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how functional requirements trace to the design requirements within the RTM.Key Message:Most of the defined functional requirements involve data exchanges; those that do are traced to exactly one dialog and one or more objects; but it should be noted that each dialog and object can be traced to multiple functional requirements. For example, both functional objects shown on this diagram trace to the same dialog. Likewise, they both trace to the same two objects. In order to prevent duplicating definitions, the RTM is structured similar to the PRL and simply references the clause number where each dialog and object is defined rather than using the RTM as the outline of a document.
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• Dialogs
• Annex H.2: Generic dialogs
• Section 4: Custom dialogs

• Data elements (a.k.a. objects)
• Section 5: Basic signal control objects
• Section 6: Block object details
• Section 7: Data adopted from SAE J2735
• NTCIP 1201: Global objects
• NTCIP 1103: Protocol-related objects specific to transportation
• Various RFCs (See Annex I): Generic protocol-related objects

Organization of Design Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the design requirements are organized within the text.Key Message:�The dialogs and objects are also organized topically with the sections and documents referenced by the standard shown in this slide.Once again, the good news for managers and procurement officials is that they generally do not need to worry about these details – unless some issue arises and then they can usually trace through the PRL and RTM to quickly find the necessary definitions. Nonetheless, it is important that managers and procurement officials are aware of this traceability so they know how the standards work, so that they then know how to keep their providers accountable.
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[Localization] [Actor] [Action] [Target] [Constraint]
• Actor: Who or what does the action
• Action: Identifies what is to happen
• Target: Identifies what receives the action
• Optional:

• Localization: Identifies circumstances under which requirement 
applies

• Constraint: Identifies how to measure success or failure

General Format for Functional Requirements

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the general format used to define functional requirements.Key Message:Within the standard, the authors attempted to follow best practices when developing functional requirements. This resulted in a typical sentence structure for functional requirements as shown on this page.The key structure is an actor performing an action on a target. This basic structure can be modified by adding a localization in the front and/or a constraint at the end. 
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[Localization] [Actor] [Action] [Target] [Constraint]

Upon request from a management station, the ASC shall store 
the minimum amount of time the Green indication is to be 

displayed for a phase in seconds, between 0 and 255 seconds.
– NTCIP 1202 v03, 3.5.2.1.2.1.2

Sample Functional Requirement
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Configure Vehicle Phase 
Minimum Green Time

Configure Transit Phase 
Minimum Green Time phaseMinimumGreen

phaseNumber

Generic Configure 
Table Row

Functional Requirement RTM Object
(design)

Dialog
(design)

RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an example of the functional requirement sentence structure.Key Message:This slide provides an example functional requirement that follows this pattern. In this case, the “Upon request from a management station” is the localization. It defines the circumstances under which the requirement applies.
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[Localization] [Actor] [Action] [Target] [Constraint]

Upon request from a management station, the ASC shall store 
the minimum amount of time the Green indication is to be 

displayed for a phase in seconds, between 0 and 255 seconds.
– NTCIP 1202 v03, 3.5.2.1.2.1.2

Sample Functional Requirement
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Configure Vehicle Phase 
Minimum Green Time

Configure Transit Phase 
Minimum Green Time phaseMinimumGreen

phaseNumber

Generic Configure 
Table Row

Functional Requirement RTM Object
(design)

Dialog
(design)

RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an example of the functional requirement sentence structure.Key Message:�the ASC is the subject; it defines the entity that is to perform an action.
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[Localization] [Actor] [Action] [Target] [Constraint]

Upon request from a management station, the ASC shall store 
the minimum amount of time the Green indication is to be 

displayed for a phase in seconds, between 0 and 255 seconds.
– NTCIP 1202 v03, 3.5.2.1.2.1.2

Sample Functional Requirement
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Configure Vehicle Phase 
Minimum Green Time

Configure Transit Phase 
Minimum Green Time phaseMinimumGreen

phaseNumber

Generic Configure 
Table Row

Functional Requirement RTM Object
(design)

Dialog
(design)

RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an example of the functional requirement sentence structure.Key Message:“Shall store” is the action to be performed.
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[Localization] [Actor] [Action] [Target] [Constraint]

Upon request from a management station, the ASC shall store 
the minimum amount of time the Green indication is to be 

displayed for a phase in seconds, between 0 and 255 seconds.
– NTCIP 1202 v03, 3.5.2.1.2.1.2

Sample Functional Requirement
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Configure Vehicle Phase 
Minimum Green Time

Configure Transit Phase 
Minimum Green Time phaseMinimumGreen

phaseNumber

Generic Configure 
Table Row

Functional Requirement RTM Object
(design)

Dialog
(design)

RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an example of the functional requirement sentence structure.Key Message:And “the minimum amount of time the Green indication is to be displayed for a phase” is the target; i.e., the entity that shall be stored.
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[Localization] [Actor] [Action] [Target] [Constraint]

Upon request from a management station, the ASC shall store 
the minimum amount of time the Green indication is to be 

displayed for a phase in seconds, between 0 and 255 seconds.
– NTCIP 1202 v03, 3.5.2.1.2.1.2

Sample Functional Requirement
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Configure Vehicle Phase 
Minimum Green Time

Configure Transit Phase 
Minimum Green Time phaseMinimumGreen

phaseNumber

Generic Configure 
Table Row

Functional Requirement RTM Object
(design)

Dialog
(design)

RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an example of the functional requirement sentence structure.Key Message: Finally, there is a constraint that the storage of the value must be “in seconds, between 0 and 255 seconds,” which sets exact expectations on what will be considered success or failure – it identifies the required step size and the range of values to be supported.
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Structure of Requirements

phaseMinimumGreen     OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER (0..255)

ACCESS read-write

STATUS mandatory

DESCRIPTION “<Definition> Phase Minimum Green Parameter in 
seconds (NEMA TS 2 range: 1-255 sec). The first timed 
portion of the Green interval which may be set in 
consideration of the storage of vehicles between the zone 
of detection for the approach vehicle detector(s) and the 
stop line.

<Object Identifier>1.3.6.1.4.1.1.1206.4.2.1.1.2.1.4

<Unit> second”

REFERENCE “NEMA TS 2 Clause 3.5.3.1 and 3.5.3.2.1.a.(1)”

::= {phaseEntry 4}

– NTCIP 1202 v03, 5.2.2.4

Sample Object
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:While functional requirements have a generally consistent and simple sentence structure, design requirements tend to be more complex and may go into any level of detail. Most object definitions, like this one, can be defined in a sentence or two; but some require multiple paragraphs – especially object types that represent enumerated values where each numeric value has a distinct meaning.However, even within this structure you can identify a structure that is always followed. For example, every object has a syntax that defines how the data is exchanged. It also has an access clause that defines whether a manager can write to the value, or if the value can only be read. The structure also includes references to the NEMA TS 2 functional standard for traffic signal controllers for most objects. Finally, there are other details that are primarily of interest to those implementing and testing components that claim conformance to the standard.The important point for managers and procurement officials to be aware of is that the meaning of each piece of data is clearly defined in text and can easily be found for any user need by simply following the traceability tables provided. Understanding this traceability is important as a part of the acceptance process. For example, a tester might claim that a device does not meet a particular design requirement while the developer says that the device does – or perhaps claims a different interpretation of the standard. The manager may be brought into the discussion to make a final decision and the manager needs to understand:What does the standard sayWhat functionality does the object/design requirement impact What user need does this affectBeing aware of how to trace these concepts back and forth across the traceability tables can enable managers to make appropriate decisions on acceptance of equipment for their projects.
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Structure of Requirements

The standardized dialog for a management station to configure a table row 
shall be as follows:
a) (Precondition) The management station shall be aware of which row in 
the table is to be configured.  
b) For the specified row, the management station shall SET all objects (to 
their desired values) referenced by the specific dialog that references this 
generic dialog, except for the index object(s). 

– NTCIP 1202 v03, H.2.7

Sample Dialog
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E.g., “Phase 2”

E.g., “4 seconds”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This slide provides a simple sample dialog for one of the functional requirements we discussed earlier. By their nature, dialogs describe a sequence of actions, where each action is an exchange of data or an act of preparing or processing data or some sort of looping or conditional logic. The structure of the dialogs start with the same basic statement that it describes the “standardized dialog.” The nature of SNMP generally allows other possibilities. For example, any request can contain any set of objects; while the standard dialog indicates that you would only set one phase minimum green at a time; there is nothing in the standard that prohibits setting multiple phase minimum greens within the same set request.There are also more complex dialogs due to the fact that, individual objects can place restrictions on how they can be set or requested. For example, some tabular data can only be modified when the table row is in an editable state. The standard dialog to edit such a table would identify the need to set the table to the edit state prior to changing any values within the table and then the need to set the table to active at the end. However, while the dialog would define a precise sequence, the standard generally does not prohibit other messages from being processed in the middle of the standard sequence. This flexibility is one of the huge benefits of using SNMP as the base communications protocol within NTCIP; however, a near infinite degree of flexibility potentially translates into a near-infinite set of test scenarios to ensure that the device is conformant to the standard – with a near-infinite price tag!The standardized dialogs provide a baseline that can be used for testing for conformance and implementations are encouraged to use these dialogs when reasonable to do so as it minimizes potential for complications – however, it is recognized that many operations require greater efficiency than can be achieved by these standardized dialogs and we will discuss some of those issues later in this module and in Part 2 of this course.For this example, we see that the first step is a simple check to make sure that the manager knows which row of the Phase Table it wants to edit. Tour example assumes Phase 2. The second  step is to set all objects referenced by the dialog (in the RTM), except for the index objects. In this example, we see that the RTM references phaseNumber and phaseMinimumGreen, but phaseNumber is the index; so the only object SET in this example is phaseMinimumGreen. Finally, we see that the operation SETs the object to the “desired value” in this case, we assume that this value is 4, representing 4 seconds per the object definition that we read earlier.Image: by Kenneth Vaughn with Enterprise Architect
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce Question



Which of the following is missing from NTCIP 1202 
v03?

a) User needs

b) Functional requirements

c) Test procedures

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Test the participant’s knowledge.



Review of Answers

a) User needs

Incorrect. NTCIP 1202 v03 added user needs.

b) Functional requirements

Incorrect. NTCIP 1202 v03 added functional requirements.

c) Test procedures

Correct! While NTCIP 1202 v03 includes an Annex C for test 
procedures, it is empty and left as future work.

d) All of the above

Incorrect. NTCIP 1202 v03 includes both user needs and 
requirements. 

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide answer to the question.



Learning Objective 2

31

Explain the Purpose and 
Benefits of the RTM

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: We will now discuss the second learning objective: Explaining the purpose and benefits of the RTM.
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• Understand interoperability and interchangeability
• Obtain interoperability and interchangeability

Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This learning objective includes understanding what interoperability and interchangeability are and then determining how we obtain these elusive goals within our projects.
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Degree to which two or more systems, products or 
components can exchange information and use the 
information that has been exchanged

– ISO/IEC 25010:2011

Interoperability

information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Define interoperability.Key Message:ISO’s definition of “interoperability” is provided on this slide.  Note that the term directly relates to the exchange of information between two (or more) products and then also requires that information to be useful. Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg/320px-Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg2070 by Kenneth Vaughn
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Degree to which two or more systems, products or 
components can exchange information 

and use the information that has been exchanged

Interoperability and NTCIP

NTCIP standardizes 
dialogs and protocols

NTCIP standardizes 
data to be exchanged

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain interoperability within the context of NTCIP.Key Message:Providing interoperability is a key goal of NTCIP and if we look at the definition, we can actually understand how the content of the NTCIP standards relate to the definition. The first part of the definition requires that two systems be able to exchange information. The NTCIP standards achieve this by standardizing the dialogs and underlying protocols to enable communications. The second half of the definition requires that the products can use the information that has been exchanged. This is the focus of the object definitions within NTCIP, which define the data to be exchanged.Note that the definition does not define that the two products have to agree on how the data is used. For example, one central system might collect detector count data from a signal to optimize signal timing patterns. Another system might collect the same data from multiple signals to try to detect anomalies in the data that might help pinpoint faults within the system. A third system might use the same information as an input to long-term regional planning activities. All of the systems could be designed to collect the data per the same rules and thereby be defined as interoperable, even though the user needs being met may have never been envisioned by the developers of the original standard. Once again, this was consciously designed as a feature of NTCIP so that systems can be improved over time while reusing existing deployed equipment as much as possible.Image: by Kenneth Vaughn with Enterprise Architect
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Ability of one product, process or service to be used in 
place of another to fulfill the same requirements.

– ISO/IEC Guide 2:2004

Interchangeability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Define interchangeability.Key Message:�Now that we understand interoperability, let’s contrast it with interchangeability, which was another primary goal of NTCIP.ISO defines interchangeability as shown on this slide. Note that it does not relate to data exchange at all; it is merely replacing one product with another.Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/Signal Controller Cabinet by Ramen Patel, NYCDOTSignal Controller GIF: By Kenneth Vaughn
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Ability of one product, process or service to be used in 
place of another to fulfill the same requirements.

• Which Requirements?
• Functional
• Performance
• Electrical
• Environmental
• Structural
• Others

Interchangeability

At least partially within scope of 
NTCIP 1202 v03

“Interoperability Requirements”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain interchangeability within the context of NTCIP.Key Message: But more specifically, interchangeability deals with replacing a product to fulfill a set of requirements, but what requirements? There are many possible requirements and depending on context the term can still apply. For example, if I want to replace the tires on my car, I need to find tires that are interchangeable with the ones that came with the car. In this case, the requirements that must be fulfilled are largely physical and mechanical, such as a particular size, speed rating, material performance, etc. NTCIP is not concerned with the physical aspects of interchangeability; it is only concerned with the interoperability requirements. Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/Raman K. Patel, RKPatel & AssociatesKenneth Vaughn, Trevilon LLC
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Interoperability entails systems exchanging information
• NTCIP defines two roles within exchanges:

• Manager: Makes requests, receives responses and notifications
• Agent: Responds to requests, generates “unsolicited” notifications

Roles in Data Exchanges

information

Manager Agent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the two roles within NTCIP communications.Key Message:We should also recognize that most data exchanges involve (at least) two roles. Within NTCIP those roles are generally known as the manager (or management station) and the agent. A manager makes requests, such as to configure the agent, monitor data from the agent, or control the agent.  For example, a manager might configure a signal controller and then monitor its performance.It can also receive “unsolicited” notifications that the agent was configured to send when certain conditions occur. For example, a manager might configure a signal controller to send a notification when the cabinet door is opened. The agent will then automatically send this notification when the door opens, without any explicit request.Image: TMC: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg/320px-Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpgController GIF: By Kenneth Vaughn
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A product can fulfill both roles, e.g., a signal controller might:
• Act as an agent in communications with the Traffic 

Management System (TMS)
• Act as a manager in communications with a Roadside Unit 

(RSU)

Roles in Data Exchanges

ASCTMS RSU

Manager

ManagerManager

Agent

Agent Agent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the roles relate to real-world objects.Key Message:�The manager and agent roles are two distinct roles that always exist for every NTCIP exchange, but a single product could act as both a manager and an agent in different exchanges. For example, in our original context diagram we described how the ASC might communicates with both the Traffic Management System and a connected vehicle Roadside Unit. The RSU is also a field device that needs to be managed by the TMS. Within this context, the TMS is the manager and both the ASC and RSU are agents. But how do the ASC and RSU communicate if they are both agents – they can’t! One has to act as a manager.NOTE: The standard does not define which one has to be the manager; it supports either one acting in that role. Although this graphic shows the ASC as the manager, it could be shown the other way around as well; but the project would need to make a decision on this point. This will be discussed further in Part 2 of this Course.Image: TMC: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg/320px-Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpgController GIF: By Kenneth VaughnCV RSU: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/a/af/2008_04_18_-_355%40Edson_-_SE_sig_cabinet.JPG/180px-2008_04_18_-_355%40Edson_-_SE_sig_cabinet.JPG
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Combining definitions for interoperability and 
interchangeability, we get:

Degree to which one product can be used in place of 
another to exchange information and use the 
information that has been exchanged.
• What information?

• NTCIP standardizes information
• Support for most information is “optional”
• What if two devices support different options?

NTCIP Interchangeability (for Interoperability)

information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Based on what we have learned, we can now construct a definition of what we mean in the terms of NTCIP interchangeability, i.e., interchangeability for the purpose of interoperability. The text in green represents wording from the interoperability definition and the text in blue indicates wording from the interchangeability definition. The definition replaces the interchangeability text of “the same requirements” with the set of requirements that we are interested in – the ability to exchange and use the information. But what information are we interested in? NTCIP standardizes a lot of information; does a device have to support all data to be interchangeable or only the mandatory requirements. Is a device really interchangeable if it does not meet my data requirements? This issue is the reason that the NTCIP interchangeability definition starts with the statement “degree to which” – it is only as interchangeable as the requirements match. If we want to know if it will work for my specific project, I have to know my project requirements.Image: TMC: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg/320px-Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpgController GIF: By Kenneth Vaughn
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Ability of one product to be used in place of another 
to exchange and use the information required for a 
specific project

• Project PRL identifies the options required for the project
• RTM traces each functional requirement to the information 

and exchange mechanisms required

Project-Level NTCIP Interchangeability 

information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Project-level interchangeability. This definition can now be specific and state that is it the “ability of” (a binary choice) not a “degree to which” (a scale); and likewise the end of the statement is revised to indicate that this can only be measured for a specific project or product since I have to know the exact requirements of interest.As we have noted earlier, the Project PRL is used to identify the functional requirements within the standard that are required for a project and then the RTM traces these functional requirements to the exact interface design elements that enable interoperability. Image: TMC: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg/320px-Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpgController GIF: By Kenneth Vaughn
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Adherence of an implementation to the requirements of one or 
more specific standards or technical specifications

– ISO/IEC 10641:1993
• Relates to a standard

• or a “technical specification,” which is still a formally approved 
standards document that has not reached full standards maturity

Conformance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Begin defining how to obtain interchangeability by defining conformance.Key Message:So now that we know what interoperability and interchangeability are, how can we ensure that we obtain these elusive goals? To understand this we need to make sure we understand some more terms. In this case, let’s look at the definition for conformance.Conformance relates to a standard – note that within ISO terminology a “technical specification” is a type of standards deliverable, not a project specification.Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/
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Doing what has been asked or ordered, as required by rule or 
law

– IEEE 730-2014

• Not limited to standards; for example, includes project 
specifications

Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Define compliance and contrast with conformance.Key Message:By comparison, compliance is a more general term and can apply to things like project specifications.  Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/definition-man-finger-touch-show-4255411/
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Various Types of PRLs
• Standard PRL provides the baseline menu

• Defines minimum for conformance

• Project PRL identifies requirements for a project
• Defines minimum for project-level compliance

• Product PRL identifies requirements to which a product 
claims conformance

• Defines product capabilities

• Project and product PRLs can be compared to determine 
interoperability and interchangeability

Comparing PRLs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Introduce the different types of PRLs and relate them to conformance and compliance.The standard PRL (i.e., as presented in the standard) provides a baseline menu of user needs and functional requirements. It defines “conformance” rules by identifying some user needs and requirements as mandatory and others as optional. Any device that fulfills the mandatory requirements is conformant to the standard and therefore offers “a degree of interoperability” – but that does not mean that it necessarily meets all of the requirements for your project.As discussed in Module A315a, the Project PRL is developed by identifying which options contained in the standard PRL are required for a particular project. This defines a set of requirements that must be met to be considered “compliant” with project specifications; and a compliant device should be interchangeable within the scope defined for that device within the project.Finally, a developer of a product can also use the standard PRL and mark the options from the standard that have been implemented – this is done in an identical fashion to that defined in Module A315a, except the options being selected identify the options actually implemented rather than options that are desired. This implementation-based PRL is known as a Product PRL and it defines the capabilities of a product. It is particularly useful because any interested party can easily perform a line-by-line comparison between a project PRL and a product PRL to determine if a particular product satisfies project requirements.
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• Project PRL identifies the options that a project requires
• Equipment may “meet or exceed” and provide additional functionality

• See Module A315a for details on tailoring the PRL for a project

Project PRL Identifies Options Required for a Project

UN ID User Need FR ID Func Req’t Conform Support Add’l Spec.

2.5.2.1.2 Manage Phase Configurations M Yes

3.5.2.1.2.1.1 Enable/Disable Phase M Yes

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time M Yes

3.5.2.1.2.1.4 Configure Vehicle Phase Maximum Green Times M Yes

3.5.2.1.2.1.5 Configure Vehicle Phase Third Maximum Green 
Times

O Yes / No

2.5.2.1.3 Manage Coordination Configurations O Yes / No

3.5.2.1.3.6.1 Configure Coordination Point – First Phase Green 
Begin

O.10 
(1..*)

Yes / No

3.5.2.1.3.6.2 Configure Coordination Point – First Phase Green 
End

O.10 
(1..*)

Yes / No

Selected sampling of PRL items from NTCIP 1202 v03

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Review what a Project PRL looks like.Key Message:�As we discussed in Module A315a, this is what a Project PRL looks like. The table itself is defined by the standard, and each project selects the yes or no options in the “Support” column as appropriate for the project. The Product PRL is developed exactly the same way and any product that meets or exceeds the project PRL selections would be deemed to be acceptable and interchangeable for the purpose of the project.
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By itself, project PRL only identifies 
• Functional/performance requirements to be supported

• User needs that describe why these requirements might be needed

Project PRL provides the foundation for interchangeability

PRL Defines “What”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the PRL relates to interchangeability.Key Message:It should be noted however, that technically, the PRL only defines the “what” portion of the equation. In other words, it identifies the “requirements” that have to be the “same” in order to achieve interchangeability – but as we learned earlier, interoperability, which is the type of interchangeability we are interested in, requires a definition of the how. As a result, the PRL provides the foundation for us to achieve interchangeability, but it has not gotten us to the finish line.
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RTM defines design details for each functional requirement
• Project PRL provides foundation for interchangeability
• RTM extends the definition to ensure interoperability

RTM Defines “How”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how the RTM relates to interchangeability.Key Message:The RTM provides the rest of the solution. It defines the details of “how” of the design. This includes the rules for data exchange as well as the rules for interpreting the bits and bytes to become information that can be used. Between the PRL and the RTM (and the detailed text connected by these tables), we have a complete solution for something that can be called interoperable and interchangeable.
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Products that comply with the same project specification are:
• Interoperable, if they fulfill opposite roles
• Interchangeable, if they fulfill the same role(s)

Project Specification includes:
• Project PRL

• Filled-out PRL from standard
• Any Supplemental PRL

• Project RTM
• Standard RTM
• Any supplemental RTM

• Additional materials

Comparing PRLs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Define how compliance relates to interoperability and interchangeability.Key Message:And to further clarify, two products that comply with the same project specification are Interoperable if they fulfill opposite roles of the information exchange (e.g., an ASC might be interoperable with a traffic management system)Interchangeable if they fulfill the same role (e.g., an ASC might be interoperable with another ASC or a traffic management system might be interchangeable with another traffic management system)Note that within this text I indicated that the products must comply with the same product specification – this is conceptually more complex than just one completed PRL. For example, a central system might have to support interfaces for several devices each with their own project PRL; to be interchangeable, another central system would have to support all of these project PRLs. Further the project specifications are likely to include non-NTCIP requirements. For example, the project might require rack-mountable equipment. While this is not a topic of NTCIP interchangeability, it would be a consideration for complete project-level interchangeability.
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Presentation Notes
Introduce Question



What does a Project PRL identify?

a) The functional requirements for a project

b) The objects to be supported for a project

c) The testing requirements for a project

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question

49

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Test the participant’s knowledge.



Review of Answers

a) The requirements for a project

Correct! The Project PRL identifies which functional 
requirements are required for a device within a project.

b) The objects to be supported for a project

Incorrect. Objects to be supported are identified in the RTM.

c) The testing requirements for a project

Incorrect. Testing requirements are not a part of the PRL.

d) All of the above

Incorrect. The PRL does not identify objects or test 
requirements. 

50

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide answer to the question.



Learning Objective 3

51

Prepare a Project-Level RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Highlight that we are starting discussion of the third learning objective.Key Message: Now that we understand conceptually what is required to obtain an interchangeable and interoperable product; we’ll take a look at how we prepare a project-level RTM.
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• Understanding the Standard RTM
• Trace Requirements with RTM
• Supplementing the RTM, if Needed
• Referencing the RTM
• Understand Benefits of RTM to Stakeholders

Overview

Prepare a Project-Level RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide an overview of the information to be discussed as a part of this learning objective.Key Message:�As a part of this learning objective, we’ll first realize that we don’t have to tailor anything in the standard RTM – the bulk of the work is already done for you. But we will identify some points that should be considered.As a part of this topic we will also discuss how to use the RTM to trace requirements into the design details and how you might reference the RTM within your procurement. Finally, we will conclude by summarizing the benefits that the RTM provides to various stakeholders.
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• PRL needs to be tailored for each project by selecting 
options

• See Module A315a for process
• See Module A315b Part 2 for special considerations

• RTM provides exactly one design for each functional 
requirement that includes data exchange

• No options to select
• No need to duplicate in a procurement
• All implementations must support the design to claim support for 

the associated requirement(s)

Understanding the Standard RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that the RTM does not need to be tailored like the PRLKey Message:As discussed in Module A315a and earlier in this module, the user needs to tailor the PRL to identify the requirements needed for a specific project. Module A315a provides details about how to do this and Part 2 of this Course identifies a number of detailed issues that should be considered during this process. However, this module is focused on the RTM, and the RTM is intended to be generic enough to apply to all projects without any edits. It provides exactly one design for each functional requirement where data exchange is needed. There is no need to duplicate this 140-page table in your procurement; you just need to reference the standard.However, just because the table does not need to be tailored does not mean that you don’t need to understand it. If you are involved in the project, you should be able to read the table and follow its logic. We’ll discuss how to do that on the following slides.
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FR ID Functional Requirement Dialog 
ID

Object 
ID

Object Name Additional 
Specifications

3.5.2 Manage Signal Operations Management 
Requirements

3.5.2.1 Manage Signal Configuration Requirements

3.5.2.1.2 Manage Phase Configuration Requirements

3.5.2.1.2.1 Configure Phases Requirements

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time H.2.7

5.2.2 phaseTable

5.2.2.1 phaseNumber

5.2.2.4 phaseMinimumGreen

Shaded rows indicate groups of functional requirements as organized in the text

Trace Requirements with RTM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how to read the RTM: explain shaded rows.Key Message:This table provides a sampling of the information contained in the RTM of NTCIP 1202 v03. The requirements are ordered in the same order that they appear in the standard; that makes it fairly easy to locate a requirement by simply searching for its requirement number in the ordered list. Of course, nowadays, the document is electronic, and you can also easily use a search function to find text or an object within the table as well.Shaded rows in the table indicate sections of the standard that contain multiple functional requirements. The darker the shading the higher-level the grouping. As these are section headings, they do not contain any links to objects or dialogs – they are only provided to group the large table into easier to identify sections.
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FR ID Functional Requirement Dialog 
ID

Object 
ID

Object Name Additional 
Specifications

3.5.2 Manage Signal Operations Management 
Requirements

3.5.2.1 Manage Signal Configuration Requirements

3.5.2.1.2 Manage Phase Configuration Requirements

3.5.2.1.2.1 Configure Phases Requirements

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time H.2.7

5.2.2 phaseTable

5.2.2.1 phaseNumber

5.2.2.4 phaseMinimumGreen

Trace Requirements with RTM

Functional requirement section number
Functional requirement section title 

Section number of one dialog per FR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how to read the RTM: Explain first three columns.Key Message:The functional requirements and traced elements are defined in the white rows of the table. These are summarized by 6 columns as follows:The first column identifies the section number of the functional requirement. The table is sorted by this field.The second column is the name of the functional requirement (and is also the section name). This provides a quick overview of what the requirement is, but one can easily go to the indicated section number to read the full text of the requirement.The third column is the section number of the dialog required to implement the requirement. There is only a single dialog for any data exchange-related functional requirement, and this is always listed in the same line as the parent functional requirement.
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FR ID Functional Requirement Dialog 
ID

Object 
ID

Object Name Additional 
Specifications

3.5.2 Manage Signal Operations Management 
Requirements

3.5.2.1 Manage Signal Configuration Requirements

3.5.2.1.2 Manage Phase Configuration Requirements

3.5.2.1.2.1 Configure Phases Requirements

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time H.2.7

5.2.2 phaseTable

5.2.2.1 phaseNumber

5.2.2.4 phaseMinimumGreen

Trace Requirements with RTM

Any additional specifications
Name of each included object

Section number of each included object

An empty functional requirement indicates row 
belongs to the previous functional requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how to read the RTM: Explain last three columns.Key Message:The objects associated with the dialog appear on the following lines. The traceability between a functional requirement and its objects is indicated by three empty columns in the following lines. In this example, we see that the single functional requirement is traced to one dialog and three objects (one object is a table structure, one is an index used to identify a row in the table, and one identifies the column).The fourth column identifies the section number where the object is defined and the fifth indicates the name of the traced object. Once again, the name provides a reasonable description of what the piece of data is, but anyone can easily follow the reference to the exact section of the standard where the piece of data is provided with a formal definition as described earlier in this module.The final column is used to express any additional specifications that might be of interest within the traceability context; we’ll discuss what this looks like in a second.
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FR ID Functional Requirement Dialog 
ID

Object 
ID

Object Name Additional 
Specifications

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time H.2.7

5.2.2 phaseTable

5.2.2.1 phaseNumber

5.2.2.4 phaseMinimumGreen

Trace Requirements with RTM

# Walk Ped 
Clear

Min 
Green

Passage Max 
1

Max 
2

Yellow Red 
Clear

2 4 7 4 5.0 60 80 4.0 0.5

4 4 15 4 3.0 20 20 3.0 0.5

Phase Table

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain how to read the RTM: Provide a practical example of how traceability works.Key Message:But first, let’s consider what each of these fields trace to. The dialog ID traces to text within the standard that defines a sequence of actions that can be used to exchange the information (i.e., the dialog). In this case, the dialog to Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time is a simple SET operation as we discussed earlier. The table object identifies the logical table within the controller (and perhaps printed on a timing sheet) that defines the various timing parameters used by the traffic signal control logic.The phaseNumber object specifies a specific row of the table and the phaseMinimumGreen identifies the column. Between these two, we’ve identified a specific cell of the table and then we can use the SET operation to store this value in the controller.
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Trace Requirements with RTM

Refines the information on the row

FR ID Functional Requirement Dialog 
ID

Object ID Object Name Additional 
Specifications

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Enable/Disable Phase 4.2.2

5.2.2 phaseTable

5.2.2.1 phaseNumber

5.2.2.21 phaseOptions Bit 0

phaseOptions OBJECT-TYPE
Bit 0: Enabled Phase
Bit 1: Automatic Flash Entry Phase
Bit 2: Automatic Flash Exit Phase
Bit 3: Non-Actuated 1
Bit 4: Non-Actuated 2
etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain the RTM: Provide an example of the Additional Specifications column.Key Message: The Additional Specifications column of the RTM is used to identify any additional details of interest. An example of this is shown on this slide. In this case, the requirement to toggle the enabled status of a phase is traced to the phaseOptions object. However, as we can see, the phaseOptions object is actually a bitmap object that controls a variety of features – setting a bit to true enables the feature and setting it to false disables it. To enable or disable a phase, the dialog only needs to consider the status of Bit 0, which is indicated in the Additional Specifications column.
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Trace Requirements with RTM

• Dialogs can be complex

Standardized Dialogs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that dialogs can be complex and they are largely informative.Key Message:It should be noted that dialogs can be much more complex, as shown on this slide. Rather than being a simple request and response, fulfilling a requirement might require a sequence of operations where the result of each step has to be verified before proceeding to the next step.Image: From NTCIP 1202 v03, Figure 8 on Page 212 (fair use)
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Trace Requirements with RTM

Standard defines “standardized dialogs”
• Standardized dialogs establish a baseline for testing

• All implementations must support the design to claim support for 
the associated requirement(s)

• SNMP allows a great deal of flexibility in sequence of 
messages

• Conforming agent implementations must support all 
sequences supported by object definitions

Standardized Dialogs vs Conforming Behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:As we discussed, some objects are used to force the controller (or some table or table row) into a new state. For example, a state where data within the table or section of memory can be modified. The operation of the controller is then different within that state then it is in other states. In fact, it is these state machine definitions that are actually more important than the dialogs themselves. The state machines affect the operation of the controller whereas the dialogs are technically only suggested. NTCIP is based on SNMP, which is a generic protocol that allows very flexible operations. Data can be grouped together as desired – how the controller responds is often dependent upon its current state.The standardized dialogs provide one sample solution to achieve the goals of the functional requirement. This provides a useful baseline against which devices (agents) can be tested. And if the test procedures have tested them against that exact sequence of messages, managers can be reasonably confident that the device should properly support that sequence of messages. However, any conforming device is required to respond “correctly” to any possible sequence of messages – not just those defined within standardized dialogs. 
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Supplementing the RTM, if Needed

An implementation may have special dialog requirements
• Central system may need to frequently monitor information from 

multiple functional requirements 
• Standardized dialogs are often not the most efficient logic
• NTCIP provides multiple ways to improve efficiency

• Flexibility of SNMP requests
• Block objects
• Dynamic objects
• Exception reporting

Procurement should specify any custom dialogs and associated 
performance requirements to ensure proper interoperability

Project Dialogs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify the importance of considering how each project will actually exchange data.Key Message:It should be noted that the standardized dialogs do not necessarily reflect the most efficient way to exchange information in a live system. For example, a manager may need to frequently monitor data that the standard defines in several different functional requirements. If the standard defines separate functional requirements, it will also define separate dialogs for each requirement. This means that a management station that only used standardized dialogs would be forced to send multiple requests to retrieve its desired set of information; however, if all of these requests are simple retrieval operations, SNMP would generally allow the requests to be combined into a single request, thereby saving the overhead associated with each individual message.The NTCIP standard also offers other options for providing more efficient communications. These include block objects, dynamic objects, and exception reporting. All of these will be discussed further in Module A315b Part 2, but the key take-away for now is to recognize that a management system might be designed to use a customized set of dialogs in order to improve the efficiency of the communications network. If this is the case, then the procurement should consider what impact these special requirements might have on a system and whether it is worthwhile to develop a set of specific test procedures to ensure that any devices procured will properly respond to these requests. In general, this should not be a problem for any conformant device (as long as the custom dialogs are compatible with the standard), but it could become an issue if the manager requires specific performance expectations for its connected devices.
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Referencing the RTM

• 140-page RTM generally does not need to be copied
• The traceability should be constant for all deployments
• Applicability of any requirement is defined in PRL

• NTCIP copyright limits changes that could legally be made to 
“Additional Specifications” column

• If any refinements are needed, better to highlight as separate notes

• If custom extensions are defined, a supplemental RTM 
should be provided

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that RTM should be referenced not copied.Key Message:In summary, the 140-page RTM does not need to be copied and included in your specification; you can just reference it within the standard. You will need to include your Project-level PRL in order to identify the requirements to be included in your project; but the RTM does not need to be copied.In fact, there is not much use to including the RTM because the NTCIP copyright severely limits what changes can be made to editing the “Additional Specifications” column. But it practice, if you want to notify a vendor of any special conditions, it is better to do that with separate notes than forcing vendors to search through a 140-page table to find a few extra words. So any additions, whether they be custom extensions that add rows to the table, or custom dialogs, or other exceptions, should always be handled without copying the complete 140-page table.
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Benefits of RTM to Stakeholders

Procuring agency
• Simplifies procurement specification / reduces work
• Promotes competitive marketplace
• Promotes interoperability

Operations personnel
• Provides detailed design for desired functionality
• Promotes consistent user interface
• Simplifies field maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain benefits of PRL for agency personnelNow that we understand how the RTM is designed, we can now consider how this table benefits each of the stakeholders involved in a project. The procuring agency benefits a lot on the basis that it does not have to define all of the design level details that define how interoperability is achieved; it simply references the one table – which then provides all of the design by reference. The result is a constant set of similarly formatted specifications across agencies. This results in a more competitive marketplace as the vendors are used to seeing a common structure to the requirements from different agencies. It also promotes better interoperability by ensuring that all projects follow the same basic rules.Operations personnel also benefit from the RTM. The RTM provides the detailed design for features, which then allows systems to provide a common interface for each device type, regardless of manufacturer. Before the NTCIP standards, each product would often have a very different interface because of the way that the different vendors built interfaces to their products. Finally, the RTM also simplifies field maintenance of the system. Problems can more easily be broken down to test each functional requirement to determine if the device is working properly. And since all units use the same interface, there is a better chance that maintenance personnel will have off the shelf software help them test this equipment.Image:Point-of-Sale: https://www.pexels.com/photo/photo-of-person-handing-card-2988232/TMC: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3b/Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg/320px-Inside_View_of_the_Traffic_Management_Center%2C_Bangalore.jpg
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Benefits of RTM to Stakeholders

System developers
• Promotes common design for different manufacturers
• Simplifies system integration
• Promotes market for more advanced systems

Manufacturers/vendors
• Promotes common design for different central systems
• Enables a standard product for all clients
• Simplifies procurement specifications / reduces disputes

Conformance testers
• Clearly identifies what must be supported and its design
• Promotes development of common test procedures
• Promotes automation and more rigorous testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain benefits of PRL for the industryKey Message: System developers also benefit as the RTM promotes a common design from different manufacturers, thereby allowing the software developers to develop a single interface for all manufacturers while simplifying system integration. This allows them to focus on improving logic and implementing advanced algorithms rather than dealing with integration issues.Manufacturers and vendors also benefit from a common RTM. The standard promotes a more common design of central systems thereby preventing having to support multiple interfaces. It allows them to provide a single product for all clients while simplifying procurement specifications and thereby reducing disputes.Finally, conformance testers benefit by having a clear description of the intended design that is well-documented and easy to follow. This results in the ability to produce common test procedures for multiple projects and also promotes automation of the testing and more rigorous testing.Images: System Developer: https://www.pexels.com/photo/woman-sitting-in-front-laptop-1181677/Manufacturers: by Kenneth VaughnConformance: https://pixabay.com/illustrations/laptop-internet-reality-cyberspace-1104066/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce Question
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Question

What does the dialog column in the following table 
mean?

a) The dialog is the only way to exchange the objects
b) The dialog defines operations that are prohibited
c) The dialog provides a baseline reference for testing
d) All of the above

Answer Choices

FR ID Functional Requirement Dialog 
ID

Object 
ID

Object Name Additional 
Specifications

3.5.2.1.2.1.2 Configure Vehicle Phase Minimum Green Time H.2.7

5.2.2 phaseTable

5.2.2.1 phaseNumber

5.2.2.4 phaseMinimumGreen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Test the participant’s knowledge.
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Review of Answers

a) The dialog is the only way to exchange the objects

Incorrect. SNMP provides flexibility in exchanging objects.

b) The dialog defines operations that are prohibited

Incorrect. The dialog does not define operations that are 
prohibited.

c) The dialog provides a baseline reference for testing

Correct! The dialog provides a baseline that can be used to 
develop test procedures.

d) All of the above

Incorrect. Answers a and b are not true.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide answer to the question.



Learning Objective 4
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Prepare an ASC Specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:That brings us to our last learning objective: Preparing an ASC specification.
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Prepare an ASC Specification

69

• Potential issues with a specification
• Interface specification checklist
• Complete specification package

Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This learning objective focuses on three topics: the importance of producing a quality specification, developing a checklist for an interface specification, and then looking at the complete specification package.
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Potential Issues with a Specification

70

Example Issues

Cause Possible Result

Not identifying user needs Compliant system that does not meet 
needsInadequate specification of functional 

requirements

Inadequate specification of system dialogs Inconsistent behavior of the system

Not clearly identifying custom features Inability to support custom needs

Inadequate specification of 
communications stack

Non-interoperable system

Inadequate testing Anomalies occurring after vendor has been 
paid

Copying someone else’s specification System that does not meet user needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain some potential challenges created by poor specificationsKey Message:It is useful to consider the problems that may arise without a quality specification. This slide provides some example consequences of various shortcomings. We’ll take a look at how we can overcome each of these issues.
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Interface Specification Checklist

71

• NTCIP 1202 v03 simplifies process of selecting 
needs and requirements

• Fill out the project PRL and include in specification
• Include reference to standard RTM

Select User Needs and Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Address the first two potential issues.Key Message:�The good news is that NTCIP 1202 v03 greatly simplifies the process of identifying user needs by defining typical user needs within the standard and providing a PRL that allows an easy mechanism for agencies to select which features they need. The PRL even takes this to the next step and identifies the specific requirements associated with each user need so that the user can also easily indicate which of these are to be included in the project. Finally, but including a reference to the RTM, the agency can also be assured that the complete design specification is specified.For the most part, agencies can fill out the PRL and have confidence that they will acquire a product that will address most mainstream user needs and requirements. If they have unique needs; they’ll need to make sure that they address those separately.
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Interface Specification Checklist

72

Add supplements to PRL and RTM to address any 
customizations
• Custom dialogs: Additional dialogs used by central
• Custom extensions: Additional user needs, 

requirements, and associated design
• See Modules A202 and A203

Define any custom items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Address the next two potential issues.Key Message:�But the PRL and RTM only address typical scenarios. If your project has any customizations, they should be documented within the interface specification as well. If you have custom user needs or requirements you will need to add these manually according to the process defined in Modules A202 Identifying and Writing User Needs When ITS Standards Do Not Have SEP Content and A203 Writing Requirements When ITS Standards Do Not Have SEP Content. If your system uses custom dialogs and you are concerned about response times, you might also want to document the dialogs that you expect your central system to use and then include those dialogs as a part of your acceptance testing process. However, this will likely increase costs to the project, so the user will have to consider how much risk is acceptable versus how much cost is incurred on the project. One approach is to simply require the device to be integrated with the central system prior to final acceptance. 
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Interface Specification Checklist

73

Specify Complete Communications Stack

Subject of this 
module

Source: NTCIP 9001v04, Page 12, Figure 4

Subject of C101 
and C201

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that NTCIP 1202 only addresses a portion of the complete interface.Key Message:Remember that NTCIP 1202 only addresses the data aspects of the interface. For interoperability to be achieved, you also need to specify the full communications stack. NTCIP has been designed to provide options here so that a variety of communication network technologies can be supported, but it is important that you specify what your project will need.Image: From NTCIP and ITE and previously used in A315a
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Interface Specification Checklist

74

• Acceptance testing should be clearly defined
• Without testing, requirements are of limited use
• Testing requires time and needs to be in budget
• Test procedures not included in NTCIP 1202 v03
• Need to consider developing test procedures per Module 

T202

Define Testing Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Address the testing issueKey Message:�The interface specifications should define what level of testing is required for the project. Without testing, there is no real guarantee that the requirements are being met, but custom testing can be expensive. The agency needs to determine how much testing is justified and the agency and the vendor need to be able to account for this cost and time at the start of the project. Unfortunately, test procedures are not yet included in the standard. As a result, each agency will need to produce its own test procedures, which can be an expensive endeavor by itself. The process for producing these test procedures are defined in Module T202 Overview of Test Design Specifications, Test Cases, and Test Procedures.
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Interface Specification Checklist

75

• Specifications should be reviewed for every project
• Retaining unnecessary requirements can increase costs
• Omitting requirements can limit functionality

Develop Your Own Specifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Address the final issueKey Message:�Finally, make sure that you perform a proper review of your project specifications; don’t just blindly copy specifications from a previous project or another agency. Retaining requirements that are not needed on your project can artificially increase costs while omitting requirements can prevent the device from working as intended. The specifications should be properly reviewed for each project.
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Interface Specification Checklist
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Project PRL

RTM (by reference)

Custom dialogs

Custom extensions

Communication stack specifications

Testing/acceptance requirements

Don't blindly copy specifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide a checklist of items that should be included within the interface specification.Key Message:If you follow all of these guidelines you should produce a solid interface specification; but we aren’t done just yet.https://pixabay.com/vectors/check-correct-mark-choice-yes-ok-37583/
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Complete Specification Package

77

Hardware Spec
Functional
Performance
Structural
Mechanical
Electrical
Environmental
Testing/acceptance

Software Spec
Functional 

Performance
Testing/acceptance

Interface Spec
Project PRL

RTM (by reference)
Custom dialogs

Custom extensions
Communications stack

Testing/acceptance

Example
• Detect “cabinet door 

open”:
• Hardware sensor
• Software to process 

signal
• Interface to report 

condition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that the interface specification is only a small part of the overall specification package and that its contents need to be consistent with that contained in the other parts,Key Message:The interface specification is just one part of the broader procurement package for a particular product. It needs to properly integrate with the hardware specification and the Software specification to ensure that the user gets what he is expecting. For example, the interface specification might include a requirement to monitor the status of the cabinet door and report when it opens. However, if the hardware specification does not include a requirement for a door sensor, the end-product might not deliver the functionality.Agencies should consider the fact that while they see the entire specification package as one unit, a vendor might sub-divide the components to different providers. The provider of the cabinet might only receive the cabinet specification while the controller manufacturer might receive the interface and software specifications. Under this scenario, the cabinet manufacturer is never made aware of the need for a door sensor while the controller manufacturer assumes it will be provided. The limitation is only then discovered on product delivery when all parties are interested in closing out the project as quickly as possible – and the parties are forced to defend their own interests. As such, the vendor argues that the problem was due to the agencies’ omission of the sensor in the hardware specification and the agency argues that its need was clearly implied. The only way to beat this scenario is to make sure that the different elements of the specification package are in agreement prior to its release.
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Interface Specification Checklist

78

• A component may need to support multiple 
interfaces

• Signal controller
• Old version of NTCIP 1202
• Current version of NTCIP 1202
• Other NTCIP functionality on advanced controllers
• Proprietary interface
• Multiple communication stacks

• Central systems
• Multiple device types
• Multiple versions
• Multiple communication stacks

Specification Might Be Complex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Explain that a single component might need to support multiple interfaces.Key Message:It is also worth remembering that a system component might need to support more than one interface specification, because it may need to support multiple interfaces simultaneously or perhaps over time. For example, a signal controller might need to work with the agency’s existing traffic management system that uses an older version of NTCIP but might need to continue to operate and support connected vehicles when the central system is updated in a few years. Further, one might need a signal controller to provide partial functionality of other device types. For example, although not included within NTCIP 1202, one might wish to monitor icing conditions at an intersection. This could easily be done by adding a sensor and ensuring that the signal controller had the capacity to handle this input and provide the information according to NTCIP 1204. As our advanced controllers become more capable, this type of mixed operation becomes more and more likely. A signal controller might also need to support proprietary interfaces and/or multiple communication stacks depending on all of the user needs placed on the procurement. Each of these issues need to be considered within the development of the specifications.The procurement for a central system is often much more complex because the single system is often required to support multiple device types and within each device type there are often multiple manufacturers and multiple models of devices acquired over years with different interface specifications. The complete procurement package for this will have to consider all possibilities while also considering needs for the future.
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Interface Specification Checklist

79

Contractual Requirements

• System development
• Internal testing
• Deployment/integration
• Operational/maintenance
• Project management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Identify that the overall procurement package also needs to address overall contractual requirements.Key Message:Finally, the procurement package needs to consider various contractual issues. For example, it has to specify all constraints related to each phase of the project lifecycle as well as general project management issues.Image: https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/seitsguide/section3.htm
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Interface Specification Checklist

80

Remember

• Complete all aspects of PRL
• Including “Additional Specifications”

• Only require what you need
• Extra features can increase costs

• Specification needs to ensure device can
• Respond fast enough for central
• Respond efficiently enough for provided communication network

• Define acceptance and payment

Additional Specifications

The ASC shall support at least 
_____ phases.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize the major points for developing a procurement packageKey Message:�In summary, your procurement specification starts with completing the PRL and completing all sections as described in Module A315a; this includes filling out the Additional Specifications column of the PRL, an example of which is shown here.You should also resist the temptation to simply select everything because the more items selected will generally increase costs.  The specification needs to make sure that the device can respond in a timely manner in an efficient enough manner to support the operations of the communications network. We will talk about this topic further in Part 2 of this course. Finally, the specification needs to define acceptance and payment terms.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce Question



Which of the following is typically not part of the 
interface specifications?

a) Project PRL

b) Testing requirements

c) Environmental requirements

d) Communications stack

Answer Choices

Question

82

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Test the participant’s knowledge.



Review of Answers

a) Project PRL

Incorrect. The interface specification should include the project 
PRL.

b) Testing requirements

Incorrect. The interface specification should include 
testing/acceptance requirements.

c) Environmental requirements

Correct! Environmental requirements are typically not 
included in an interface specification.

d) Communications stack

Incorrect. The communications stack should be specified in the 
interface specification. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Provide answer to the question.



Identify NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard Requirements

Explain the Purpose and Benefits of the RTM

Prepare a Project-Level RTM

Prepare an ASC Specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Summarize what we have learned.



Next Course Module
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Concepts taught in next module (Learning Objectives):

1) Manage Special Considerations for NTCIP 1202 v03

2) Incorporate Requirements Not Supported by Standardized Objects

Module A315b Part 2: 
Understanding Requirements for 

Actuated Traffic Signal Controllers (ASC) 
Based on NTCIP 1202 v03 Standard 

Part 2 of 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the next module.
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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